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The Theory of Relativity evolved from the
consideration of the interaction of the wave
form of light with tangible matter. In
general, waveforms are established as
related to the distortion of matter by
extension, compression, flexure, or shear.
Distortion of matter not only provides for
the represent of the wave forms but
provides means for their propagation.
Light, on the other hand, may portray wave
properties as it interacts with matter, but is
able to pass right through and bounce of
matter without any noticeable effect other
than the transfer of energy in the form
atomic excitement. The idea of a constant
value for the velocity of light came from
the derivation of Maxwells equations. In
this derivation, Maxwell related its velocity
to the inverse of the square root of the
product of permittivity and permeability,
but in doing so, he did not consider the
possibility that one or both of these
material properties might be a function of
that velocity.
In assuming a constant
value for the velocity of light efforts were
made to establish a reference frame that
would allow it to be constant relative to
moving particles of matter.
Only two
choices were considered, the first being to
an assume stationery luminiferous aether.
The second being to establish the motion of
all matter with respect to a single reference
point while restricting the velocity of light
to a constant value relative to that single
reference point. The first was disproven by
the Michelson and Morley Experiment.
The second was formulated as The Theory
of Relativity by Albert Einstein.
The
Theory of Relativity provides for the
distortion of the universe by establishing
the motion of all matter with respect to a
constant velocity of light being related to a
single entity at the relativistic center.
Albert Einstein compensated for the
objection that such a universe could not
exist by introducing the concept of
similitude and assuming every existent
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being to be at the center of his or her own
universe. The equations seemed to be valid
on the macroscopic level, and by
incorporating additional distortions to
compensate for gravitational affects, his
general theory became widely accepted.
What he, and apparently most scientists
have failed to point out is that all material
measurements
and
respective
measurements of time are based upon the
local velocity of light, and that
measurements of the local velocity of light
are based upon the local standards of
measurements which are defined relative to
the local appearance of matter.
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Theory of Reality Relativity - Philosophy Paradise Jun 18, 2015 General relativity, the theory of gravity Albert
Einstein published 100 years ago, is one of the most successful theories we have. It has passed The Relativity of
Reality and Madness in Arlts Escenas de un RELATIVITY AND REALITY. I. THE PHILOSOPHICAL
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE. EVOLUTION OF VISION. TI-IE present paper is concerned with what the philoso-.
Einsteins Search & the Illusion of Reality General relativity is the geometric theory of gravitation published by Albert
Einstein in 1915 and The problem of quantum gravity and the question of the reality of spacetime singularities remain
open. Observational data that is taken as Whos On First? Relativity, Time, and Quantum Theory - The Nature The
principle of linguistic relativity holds that the structure of a language affects its speakers . Sapir also thought because
language represented reality differently, it followed that the speakers of different languages would perceive reality
About Mechanics of Virtual Reality - The General Science Journal Full text. Full text is available as a scanned copy
of the original print version. Get a printable copy (PDF file) of the complete article (265K), or click on a page Relativity
Theory: what is Reality? - Semantic Scholar The view that people are active participants in the construction of their
own reality is the hallmark of constructivist approaches to psychological theory, which Nov 9, 2012 Einsteins special
theory of relativity calls for radical renovation of event in time, but represents a level of reality deeper than space-time
and Simulated reality - Wikipedia In his book Relativity. The Special and the General Theory, Einstein teaches about
the principle of relativity. Here is an extremely condensed summary of Relativity of Reality Global Psychics Expert
Psychic Readings Everything related above demonstrates that a three-dimensional space does not exist in reality, that it
is a prejudice completely inspired by perceptions and The relativity of inertia and reality of nothing - Science Direct
THE RELATIVITY OF REALITY. A. BACHEM. In the interesting discussion between Margenau (1) and Werkmeister
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(2) a baffling dilemma arises: If verification of 8 Ways You Can See Einsteins Theory of Relativity in Real Life Sep
28, 2015 - 14 min - Uploaded by Rebekka StrenkThe Big Bang Theory : The Universe, The Space-time, And The
Relativity [ Amazing relativity of reality 1 0 - YouTube Theory of Reality Relativity. Brian Roizen. For thousands of
years, scientists, writers, and philosophers have been trying to understand the limitations of reality in The Relativity of
Reality - The University of Chicago Press: Journals We first see that the inertia of Newtonian mechanics is absolute
and troublesome. General relativity can be viewed as Einsteins attempt to remedy, by making in. Is the Principle of
Relativity Reality? - Gravimotion Home > Empowerment > Relativity of Reality. By Dr Paraskev, . excerpt from his
E-book, God Consciousness email danielle@ for your Relativity of Reality The Psychic Well I. Reality : Present day
physics regard the Universe as a one whole Energy Field ( EF ) . No matter how we name this energy electro-magnetic,
light, sound, The Relativity of Time and the Reality of Fate - IslamiCity Mar 14, 2017 Relativity is one of the most
famous scientific theories of the 20th century, but how well does it explain the things we see in our daily lives?
Relativity of Reality Nona Xin Medium The Relativity of Reality Quantum Shorts The theory of relativity
usually encompasses two interrelated theories by Albert Einstein: special relativity and general relativity. Special
relativity applies to Do We Need to Rewrite General Relativity? - The Nature of Reality Specific Literature:
Argentinian literature Time Period: 1900-1999 Subject Author: Arlt, Roberto (1900-1942) Subject Work: Escenas de un
grotesco Literary General relativity - Wikipedia May 31, 2012 REALITY AND RELATIVITYBefore we begin, lets
put one thing on the record. Albert was not wrong its just that we have a much more detailed, Linguistic relativity Wikipedia Nov 27, 2013 Grandfather, said the young girl. Is light a wave or a particle? It was a strange question to
come from a 15 year old girl home-schooled in the Relativity and Reality - UCSD Communication In other words,
our rational mind and common sense are just not capable of understanding the true nature of reality. Einsteins theory of
relativity introduced a The Relativity of Reality - Springer Is General Relativity Too Perfect? - The Nature of
Reality - PBS Relativity of Reality: Reflections on the Limitations of Thought and the Genesis of the Need of Causality.
Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph Series No. The Relativity of Reality - jstor Jul 13, 2016 Relativity of
Reality. In some schools of psychiatry, there are two realities first order and second order. The first order reality refers
to those
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